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The use of multimodal (speech plus manual) control of the sensors on combinations of one, two, three or five simulated unmanned vehicles (UVs) is explored. Novice controllers of simulated UVs complete a series of target checking tasks. Two experiments compare speech and gamepad control for one, two, three or five UVs in a simulated environment. Increasing the number of UVs has an impact on subjective rating of workload (measured by NASA-Task Load Index), particularly when moving from one to three UVs. Objective measures of performance showed that the participants tended to issue fewer commands as the number of vehicles increased (when using the gamepad control), but, while performance with a single UV was superior to that of multiple UVs, there was little difference across two, three or five UVs. Participants with low spatial ability (measured by the Object Perspectives Test) showed an increase in time to respond to warnings when controlling five UVs. Combining speech with gamepad control of sensors on UVs leads to superior performance on a secondary (respond-to-warnings) task (implying a reduction in demand) and use of fewer commands on primary (move-sensors and classify-target) tasks (implying more efficient operation).

\textbf{Statement of Relevance:} Benefits of multimodal control for unmanned vehicles are demonstrated. When controlling sensors on multiple UVs, participants with low spatial orientation scores have problems. It is proposed that the findings of these studies have implications for selection of UV operators and suggests that future UV workstations could benefit from multimodal control.

\textbf{Keywords:} unmanned vehicles; multimodal interaction; speech recognition

\section*{Introduction}

Developments in unmanned (uninhabited) vehicles (UVs) have increased their capability for autonomy (Finn and Scheding 2010). Thus, unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) can fly with little direct intervention; rather the operator defines way-points to which the vehicle routes itself. Of course, there remain UVs that require the direct control of a pilot or drivers, such as larger airborne vehicles or ground-based vehicles, but in these either a second operator takes responsibility for managing the sensors and analysing the imagery, or there is separation of the vehicle manoeuvring tasks from effector or sensor control tasks. In this paper, attention is focused on interaction with autonomous UVs (either air or ground), leaving the operator with the tasks of managing sensors and interpreting sensor data.

The human factors issues of interacting with UVs have been comprehensively reviewed by Chen \textit{et al.} (2007). Much of the research focuses on the control of the vehicle rather than the sensors or effectors that it carries. Thus, this paper will contribute to the debate on human factors of UVs by considering the operator’s interaction with sensors on the vehicles.

\section*{Multimodal interaction with UVs}


Multimodal display appears to both reduce UV operator workload and provide access to multiple streams of information (Dixon and Wickens 2003, Wickens \textit{et al.} 2003, Trouvain and Schlick 2007, Maza \textit{et al.} 2009). Auditory presentation of information can...
be combined with ongoing visual tasks (Helleberg et al. 2003), and these improvements can be particularly important when dealing with multiple UVs, provided that they do not interfere with other auditory warnings (Donmez et al. 2009). However, combining the control of a UV with other tasks can impair performance on target detection (Dixon and Wickens 2003, Chen 2008) and reduce situation awareness (Luck et al. 2006), Draper et al. (2003) compared speech and manual data entry when participants had to manually control a UV and found speech yielded less interference with the manual control task than manual data entry. Chen (2008) showed that target detection was significantly impaired when participants had to combine search with control of the vehicle, in contrast with a condition in which the vehicle was semi-autonomous. Moreover, individuals with higher spatial capability performed target detection tasks better than people with lower spatial capability (Chen 2009).

In general, these applications use manual control for manipulating objects and spoken response for issuing commands. From this perspective, the benefit to be obtained from multimodality is the division of activity between two response modalities. Experimental studies suggest that it is possible to ‘share’ attention between modalities. In the multiple resources tradition (Wickens and Liu 1988), differences in performance when using speech or manual control were attributed to the compatibility between response and processing ‘codes’. Thus, for example, a task that involved detecting objects in space would require a spatial processing code, which could be best responded to manually. Similarly, a task that involved detecting auditory events would require an auditory code, which could best be responded to vocally. Furthermore, as there was assumed to be ‘spare’ capacity in the ‘unused’ codes, manual control of one task could be performed simultaneously with spoken response in another task (Wickens et al. 1983, 2003, Wickens and Liu 1988, Wickens and McCarley 2008). This multiple resource description contrasts with the single-channel hypothesis (Kahneman 1973), which sees no obvious distinction in processing codes. Rather, there is a central executive, which coordinates the allocation of ‘resource’ to tasks regardless of ‘code’. While the multiple resource model drew inspiration from the dual-code approach that was at the heart of Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974) notion of working memory, recent developments of this notion have emphasised the importance of the central executive (Baddeley 1998). Thus, contemporary explanations of dual-task performance relies less on the cooperation or competition between discrete processing codes and more on the scheduling of tasks. For the purposes of this paper, the question of task performance becomes one of managing the competing demands of the primary control and classification tasks with those of the competing ‘respond-to-warnings’ secondary task. It is proposed that differences in performance could arise partly from the compatibility between the spatial tasks involved in controlling the sensors and classifying targets and partly from the ability to schedule task demands, particularly as the number of UVs increase.

Interaction with multiple UVs

Taylor (2006) notes that increasing autonomy allows multiple UVs to fly with little or no manual intervention from the human operator. However, this does not mean that the human will be removed from the control loop. Rather, the tasks of the operator will shift towards supervisory control of the vehicles and analysis of the information from the sensors on the vehicle. Taylor suggests that four UVs per operator is a typical design aim for future systems. Cummings et al. (2007) present a meta-review of UVs with different levels of automation and suggest that studies converge on four to five vehicles when control and decision making are performed by the operator. Their models of operator performance suggests that control of one UV is superior to two, three or four (which result in similar performance) with degradation in performance when controlling five or more UVs. Liu et al. (2009) found significant impairment in performance on secondary tasks (response to warnings or status indicators) when operators controlled four UVs, in comparison with controlling one or two UVs. Thus, one can propose some difference in performance when the number of UVs being controlled changes from one to two and a further change when the number increases from two to four or more, and that these differences in performance could be reflected through variation in performance on secondary tasks.

Rationale for this work

As UVs get smaller so control will move from rear echelons to front-line troops (with UVs that can be carried and operated by one- or two-man crews) and there will be increasing challenges to the design of user interfaces to support the combination of these control activities with other demands on the operator. A multimodal interface might allow the operator to distribute attention between control of the UV, interaction with sensors and other demands from the local environment. From the discussion of multimodal interaction, it is proposed that participants will seek to allocate functions to speech and manual controls, if available. It is also proposed that performance using
speech alone will be inferior to that of the other conditions because of the incompatibility between speech and the spatial tasks required in managing the sensors or searching for targets. Furthermore, it is suggested that the scheduling of tasks will be a key indicator of performance, and this should lead to impairment of the secondary task.

Second, as UVs get smaller then it is likely that a single operator will be responsible for more than one vehicle as they could be flown in ‘swarms’ or small formations. From the discussion relating to the control of multiple UVs, it is suggested that performance should be impaired when controlling 5 or more UVs, in comparison with controlling fewer UVs.

**Experiment 1**

**Aims**

The aim of experiment 1 is to compare the performance of participants when using single and multiple modalities to control sensors on simulated UVs. Missions will be performed using just speech recognition or just gamepad control or a combination of the two. As commands can be performed using either modality, the third (multimodal) condition allows participants discretion as to which modality they chose for a given task. Thus, the objectives of this experiment are to explore the impact of speech and manual interaction on the performance of sensor control tasks and to consider how users might choose to allocate functions to each modality.

**Design**

One can assume that future systems will be autonomous and that the role of the operator will be to manage the sensors. Thus, the first assumption for the design of the multimodal UV test-bed used in this study is that control will focus on sensors. It was further assumed that, even if the UV was autonomous, the operator would need to deal with warnings concerning vehicle state. These two assumptions define the control tasks of the operator:

- The primary tasks concern the control of the sensors and the classification of targets. The control actions (described in detail below) involve issuing commands to the sensors on the UV (to move these left or right to search for targets) and the classification of targets involves indicating the type of target detected.
- The secondary tasks concerned the need to respond to ‘system warnings’. This involves a response to a stimulus (described below) and performance is defined in terms of response time.

**Participants**

Altogether, 16 undergraduate students of Computer Interactive Systems in the School of Electronic, Electrical and Computer Engineering at The University of Birmingham participated in this experiment. Their mean age was 23 years and there were three female and 13 male students. All participants were naive to the task of UV operation and target detection. It is felt that, for these experiments, this is not a significant issue. After all, the control of multiple UVs is not a common operational requirement at present and the use of speech recognition for UV control is not standard operationally, so it is unlikely that participants could be recruited with experience of these systems. The participants had experience of playing video games and were familiar with gamepad controls, but not speech recognition. It was felt that this would be a reasonable reflection of the abilities of operators as speech recognition is still fairly unfamiliar to most people.

**Equipment**

In terms of interaction devices, discussion with subject matter experts suggests that some manufacturers are migrating their control devices towards those used on games consoles. The justification for this seems to be a combination of familiarity of operators with these types of control and a well-defined button-set that can be exploited for issuing commands. Consequently, the Multimodal UV Test-bed uses a gamepad control for manual control of the vehicles (see Figure 1). For this study, the control of the UV, and identification of targets, involved a common set of 11 commands. These commands were issued using controls either the gamepad or Microsoft’s SAPI speech recognition application (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). In order to ensure parity across controls, any command that involved movement of the sensors was defined in terms of a set number of pixels (which means that slewing of the sensors would involve more than one button press or spoken command).

The user interface for the Multimodal UV Test-bed was written in Microsoft .Net C# (Microsoft Corporation). The screen is divided into three main sections, as shown in Figure 2. The left-hand side of the screen shows a map with the routes that the UVs will follow; the right-hand side of the screen shows the imagery from the sensors; the bottom of the screen
shows system status for specific UVs and which UV was currently being controlled.

For sensor imagery, a simple block-world was created (see Figure 2). The targets were cubes with a number on one face. This provided sufficient complexity to allow simple decisions to be made by participants, i.e. ‘is the number on the cube odd or even?’ The view from the UV reflected the type of vehicle, such that the unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) would view an object located in the horizontal plane.
on the ground and the UAV would view an object located in the vertical plane. The different vehicles required different levels of ‘zoom’ to read the numbers on their sides.

For the UV routes, the application was run in ‘plan mode’. In plan mode, the experimenter can select (from a menu that pops up from the bottom left of the screen) different types of UV and each UV results in different imagery from the sensors. Once a UV is selected, the experimenter can define a number of waypoints on the map to define a route (in planning mode) and position ‘targets’ around the route. Each ‘target’ can be allocated an identification code (see Figure 3).

**Dependent variables**

All commands that the participant issued were logged in terms of time and in terms of proximity to target. The primary performance measures involve:

- Number of commands issued using the different modalities. The number of commands issued using speech is hypothesised to be less than for the gamepad. This could arise from the spatial nature of the sensor manipulation (which would favour the gamepad) and also from the categorical nature of classification (which could favour speech).
- The distance to the target at identification was calculated in 2-D space as the number of pixels from the target to the front of the UV. As the speed of the UVs is known, this allows the appearance of targets to be scheduled during experimental design. In each trial, participants had to attend to six targets (the number of targets ‘seen’ by a single UV, therefore, varies with the number of UVs in the trial). The appearance of targets was scheduled so that they did not overlap temporally; the relative ordering of allocation of target between the UVs is pseudo-random: as a UV approaches the location of a target, a ‘radar’ display in the bottom of the window showed the position of the target relative to the UV and a proximity warning was presented.

- The time to respond to system warnings. At various points in each run, a set of warnings was presented. The warnings were timed to occur when the UV was not in close proximity to the target. This was intended to reduce conflict in task demands on the participant. In each run there were six warnings, to which the participant needed to respond, for each UV. There was a total of six warnings per UV for a total of 12 per trial. These were again pseudo-randomly distributed along a rectangular distribution (i.e. each target appeared within a separate 25 s window; 5 min = 300 s / 12 = 25 s). Response to warnings would depend on the manner in which the different tasks are scheduled and is expected to provide an index of task difficulty and workload.

In terms of baseline for these measures, it assumed that the higher the distance to target score, the better the performance, because the participant is able to make a response earlier in the decision cycle; the lower the time to respond to warnings the better, because the participant is able to deal with system problems quickly in order to return to the primary task.

**Subjective measures**

In addition to objective measures of task performance, the studies employ two forms of subjective measure. The first subjective measure is a questionnaire that is designed to elicit the participants’ spatial capability and the second is the NASA-Task Load Index (TLX) subjective workload scale.

(i) Spatial-orientation was measured using Hegarty and Waller’s (2004) revised version of the Object Perspective Test (Kozhevnikov and Hegarty 2001)\(^3\). For each item in this paper-and-pencil test, the same array of seven objects was displayed on the top half of an A4 sheet. Participants were required to imagine standing at the position of an object within the array (the station point) and looking at another object. At the bottom of the page a circle was displayed with the
imagined position (station point) indicated in the centre and the imagined perspective depicted by a vertical arrow pointing upwards. The task was to indicate the direction to a third object from their imagined heading, referred to as the target object, by drawing an arrow from the centre of the circle pointing towards the target object (see Figure 4). The score for each item was the absolute deviation (') between the participant’s response and the correct direction to the target. As the test measures an error score, scores were linearly transformed by subtracting the average error score from 180° so that higher scores corresponded to better performance. The revised Object Perspective Test has a reliability of 0.79 and 0.85, as measured by the Cronbach alpha statistic (Hegarty and Waller 2004).

(ii) Subject workload was measured using the NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988). This uses six dimensions to assess subjective workload: mental demand; physical demand; temporal demand; performance; effort; frustration. To obtain ratings for these dimensions, 20-step bipolar scales are used. A weighting procedure is used to combine the six individual scale ratings into a global score. Originally, this procedure required a paired comparison task to be performed prior to the workload assessments. However, several studies have shown that using paired-comparisons for scaling does not affect results (Byers et al. 1989, Nygren 1991, Moroney et al. 1995). Thus, the unweighted version of the scale was administered for these studies. Participants were asked to indicate their perceived workload at the end of each block of trials under each experimental condition.

Procedure
For experiment 1, following completion of the spatial orientation task, participants were presented with a short (5 min) demonstration of the application, being controlled using either speech or gamepad, and given an opportunity to complete a practice run. The practice run took 5 min to complete and was, in the first instance, controlled using either speech or gamepad (depending on which condition participants were allocated). Following the trial run, participants performed three runs under the condition that they had practised. The trial runs involved two UVs (one UAV and one UGV) each with six warnings and three targets. Each trial run took 5 min. Following the set of three trial runs, participants received a demonstration of the control that they had not used. This was followed by a practice run using this control and then a set of three trial runs using this control. The two control conditions were counter-balanced across participants. Following performance using single modalities, participants were given an opportunity to practise using both modalities and then asked to complete three trials in this multimodal condition.

Each command was logged in terms of time and distance to target. For each trial run, the average of these data was used for analysis. Following each block of trials, participants completed the NASA-TLX to measure subjective workload. Analysis was conducted using three-way repeated measures ANOVA, which involved trial (1–3) × modality (speech, gamepad, multimodal) × vehicle (UAV × UGV).
Results

First, the analyses of results across all three trials are compared and then the results of the third trial (which allowed participants choice of modality) are considered.

Commands issued

There is a significant main effect of modality on the number of commands issued \( F(2,288) = 100.229, p < 0.0001 \), but no other effects. Figure 5 shows that this effect can be explained primarily by the lower number of commands being issued when using the speech modality.

Distance to target

There is a significant main effect of vehicle for distance to target \( F(2, 288) = 472.576, p < 0.0001 \) but no other. Figure 6 shows that UVs tend to be closer to the target in the ‘air’ mode than the ‘ground’ mode.

Time to respond to warning

There is a significant main effect of modality for time to respond to warnings \( F(2,288) = 6.354, p = 0.002 \) but no other effects. Figure 7 suggests that the slowest responses occur when using speech response to targets in the ‘air’ condition and that the fastest responses occur in the multimodal conditions (for either ground or air conditions).

Subjective workload

Figure 8 indicates that there are no differences between conditions in terms of subjective workload rating across the different control modalities.

Influence of spatial ability

Performance on the spatial test was used to divide the participants into two groups. The mean score was used to define the split and this gave 10 participants with scores less than the mean and seven participants with scores greater than the mean. While this is a fairly crude break-down, it does create two groups for further analysis. Comparison of the results was performed using the Mann-Whitney U-test (because the data were assumed to be non-parametric). There were no significant differences between the conditions.

Distribution of commands in the multimodal trial

The third condition showed significant main effects of modality on command \( F(2,96) = 25.791, p < 0.0001 \) and response time \( F(2,96) = 8.486, p = 0.004 \). There was no effect of modality on distance to target but a main effect of vehicle type \( F(1,96) = 161.487, p < 0.0001 \). These results reflect those of the initial trials. In order to explore the main effect of modality on command, the commands that people issued using

![Figure 5. Mean number of commands for each modality averaged over all trials for ‘air’ and ‘ground’ vehicles.](image)

![Figure 6. Mean distance to target, averaged over all trials for ‘air’ and ‘ground’ vehicles' time to respond to warnings.](image)

![Figure 7. Mean time to react to warnings for each modality in the first, second and third trial.](image)
different modalities in the multimodal condition was compared. Further analysis of the type of command in the final trial showed that participants tended to use the gamepad for controlling the camera (i.e. spatial commands) and speech input for classifying the target (Table 1).

**Conclusions**

Experiment 1 shows a number of effects that are of interest. None of the measures showed an effect of trial on performance. Inspection of the data suggests that participants quickly learned the task and performance levelled after the first trial for each modality.

There are significant main effects related to control modality. Generally, speech alone led to inferior performance on all objective measures. Participants issued significantly fewer commands when using speech only, which is taken to indicate that speaking commands to control the sensor is more demanding than using gamepad controls. This might be interpreted in terms of incompatibility between spatial operation and speech commands (as discussed in the Introduction). Response to warnings was significantly slower when using speech alone and this was compounded when managing ‘air’ vehicles. This further implies the demand associated with using spoken commands for the tasks.

The analysis of the Multimodal condition shows that combining speech with manual control leads to a faster response to warnings (than using gamepad or speech alone). Analysis of commands issued in the multimodal condition suggests that, for the majority of participants, speech allowed the separation of target classification commands from vehicle control commands.

### Table 1. Combinations of gamepad and speech to enter commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control of camera</th>
<th>Acknowledge warnings</th>
<th>Classify target</th>
<th># Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Gamepad/ Speech</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The impact of speaking, on the objective measures, implies some difference in demand on the tasks. While this is not borne out by subjective rating of workload, it could indicate the challenge of formulating a spoken response and the need to schedule this behaviour in the context of performing manual control tasks. From this observation, a possible explanation of the superior performance of participants using multimodal interaction (over speech or gamepad alone) on the secondary (respond to warnings) task could be seen in terms of scheduling. In this case, scheduling involves both the separation of the tasks into ‘monitor UV’ and ‘evaluate target’ and the assignment of a specific modality to each task. This allows participants to continue the ‘monitor UV’ tasks as they manipulate controls during the flight and then to switch attention to speech input when they need to perform the parallel task of target classification.

**Experiment 2**

**Aims**

Experiment 1 showed that a multimodal user interface leads to the separation of vehicle control from target classification and this could relate to the scheduling of tasks. In experiment 2, the question is whether the use
of a multimodal interface can support management of several UVs. To this end, participants were required to control one, three or five UVs.

Participants

The same 17 people who participated in experiment 1 took part in experiment 2. There was a gap of 1 week between experiments. It was felt that experiment 1 provided training on the basic tasks involved in sensor control and target classification and experience of using the speech and gamepad controls.

Method

The procedure for this experiment is similar to that for experiment 1. Participants completed a practice run using the multimodal configuration, followed by three trial runs to control one, three or five UVs. Given the relative advantage of the UGV in experiment 1, it was decided to concentrate on UGVs for experiment 2. This was based on the assumption that attending to several UAVs could prove so difficult that participants would miss targets (an assumption that was supported by a short pilot study). Obviously, there is a need to explore the impact of multimodal interaction on airborne UVs but this will be the subject of future work. Commands could be issued using speech or gamepad at the participants’ discretion, i.e. multimodal interaction. Each command was logged in terms of time and distance to target. For each trial run, the average of these data was used for analysis. Analysis was conducted using two-way repeated measures ANOVA, which involved modality (speech, gamepad, multimodal) × number of vehicles (one, three, five).

Results

Commands issued

When considering control of one, three or five UVs, there is a main effect of number of vehicles on commands issued \[ F(2, 82) = 3.394, p = 0.0383 \]. The number of commands appears to decrease in proportion to the number of vehicles being controlled. There is also a main effect of modality \[ F(1, 82) = 29.371, p < 0.0001 \], with more commands being issued using speech or gamepad at the participants’ discretion, i.e. multimodal interaction. Each command was logged in terms of time and distance to target. For each trial run, the average of these data was used for analysis. Analysis was conducted using two-way repeated measures ANOVA, which involved modality (speech, gamepad, multimodal) × number of vehicles (one, three, five).

Distance to target

In terms of distance to target, there is a no effect of number of UVs but a main effect of modality \[ F(1, 57) = 1.572, p = 0.0215 \]. This is illustrated by Figure 10.

Time to respond to warnings

In terms of time to respond to warnings, there is no effect of number of UVs but a main effect of modality \[ F(1, 48) = 11.793, p = 0.0012 \]. There is a small increase in response time for the gamepad control as the number of targets increases, but a much larger and more obvious increase for speech. Post-hoc testing

Table 2. Combinations of gamepad and speech to enter commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control of camera</th>
<th>Acknowledge warnings</th>
<th>Classify target</th>
<th># Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamepad</td>
<td>Gamepad/Speech</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Mean number of commands for each modality.
indicates a significant difference between one and five vehicles \((p < 0.05)\) for speech. This is illustrated by Figure 11.

**Subjective workload**

There is a significant main effect of number of UVs on subjective rating of workload \([F(2,252) = 8.395, p = 0.0003]\). This is illustrated by Figure 12, which shows how the rating of workload for controlling a single UV is much lower than ratings for three or five UVs. There is less difference in ratings between three and five UVs.

**Influence of spatial ability**

Performance on the spatial test was used to divide the participants into two groups. The mean score was used to define the split and this gave 10 participants with scores less than the mean and seven participants with scores greater than the mean. While this is a fairly crude break-down, it does create two groups for further analysis. Comparison of the results was performed using the Mann-Whitney U-test (because the data were assumed to be non-parametric). For a single UV, there were no significant differences between groups. However, there was a significant difference between groups for time to respond to warnings with five UVs \((U = 1, p < 0.005)\) (see Table 3).

**Conclusions**

Increasing the number of vehicles that a person controls has an impact on subjective workload. This is particularly apparent when moving from managing sensors on a single UV to dealing with three UVs (the effect is less apparent when increasing from three to five
UVs). Similarly, the increase in UVs being managed has an impact on number of commands issued, particularly when moving from one to three UVs. Thus, in terms of objective measures, increasing the number of vehicles had a bearing on two aspects of performance. First, for the control of the UGVs, there was a decrease in number of commands issued using the gamepad as the number of vehicles increased. Second, in terms of time to respond to warnings, there was a significant increase in response time when using speech when monitoring three or five, rather than one, vehicles.

When considering the relationship between spatial ability and task performance, a significant difference in performance was found when considering time to respond to targets when controlling five vehicles. A possible explanation for this difference is that the participants with low spatial ability found it different to schedule attention between the warnings and the control of many vehicles. In general, experiment 2 also supports the observation that participants prefer to reserve speech control for target classification and use the gamepad for sensor control.

### Discussion

#### Summary of experiments

In experiment 1, participants issued significantly fewer commands when using speech only compared with either gamepad or multimodal control. Target classification was performed much closer to targets under the ‘air’ than the ‘ground’ condition, for all modalities. Response to warnings was significantly slower when using speech than other modalities and this was compounded when using speech with ‘air’ vehicles. There were no effects on workload or of spatial ability. In the multimodal condition, there was a tendency to use the gamepad for sensor manipulation and speech for target classification and response to warnings.

In experiment 2, the number of commands issued decreases as the number of UVs increases. There is also a main effect of modality and an interaction between modality and number of UVs: in particular, number of commands decreases for the gamepad when number of UVs increases from one to three (but not from three to five). There is a main effect of modality on distance to target (as in experiment 1), but not number of UVs. There is also a main effect of modality on time to respond to warnings (as in experiment 1) but not number of UVs. Post-hoc tests show significant difference for speech, when increasing the number of UVs from one to five, in terms of response time. There is a significant increase in subjective workload when the number of UVs increases from one to three, less from three to five. Spatial ability affects time to respond to warnings at five UVs.

The first experiment demonstrated that a multimodal interface, in which participants were able to use a combination of speech and gamepad control, led to superior performance on a secondary ‘respond to warnings’ task when compared with using either gamepad or speech alone. The main explanation of this advantage of a multimodal interface was that participants opted to issue target classification using speech while controlling the UVs with the gamepad control. This allowed them to divide the tasks of managing sensors from those of classify targets or responding to warnings. Furthermore, performing the task using speech alone led to a demonstrably inferior performance to using the gamepad or multimodal interface, which suggests that care needs to be taken if designs for solely speech-driven interfaces are to be considered. The experiment also contrasted two types of UV and it was shown that the UAV led participants to be closer to the target (in terms of distance over the ground) than the UGV. This indicates different perceptual demands in terms of target size and conspicuity.

The second experiment demonstrated that increasing number of vehicles to control leads to an increase in subjective workload. The number of commands issued, for the gamepad, decreases with an increase in number of vehicles. This indicates a change in strategy to help schedule the response to warnings, i.e. by reducing attention to the task of issuing commands. This is further supported by the increase in time to respond to warnings, using speech, when controlling five vehicles. Again, there are effects of type of vehicle and of modality and, as with experiment 1, it appears that participants prefer to control the UVs using manual control and reserve speech for classifying

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UVs</th>
<th>Cmd 1</th>
<th>DTT 1</th>
<th>TW 1</th>
<th>Cmd 3</th>
<th>DTT 3</th>
<th>TW 3</th>
<th>Cmd 5</th>
<th>DTT 5</th>
<th>TW 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Good’</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Poor’</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DTT = distance to target; TW = time to respond to warnings.

### Table 3. Effect of spatial reasoning for number of UVs (1, 3 or 5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UVs</th>
<th>Cmd 1</th>
<th>DTT 1</th>
<th>TW 1</th>
<th>Cmd 3</th>
<th>DTT 3</th>
<th>TW 3</th>
<th>Cmd 5</th>
<th>DTT 5</th>
<th>TW 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Good’</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Poor’</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ p = 0.0639 \]

\[ p = 0.0298 \]
targets. In terms of spatial ability, participants with low spatial ability found it difficult to manage five vehicles, as evidenced by the difference in time to respond to warnings.

Comparison of performance across number of UVs

Previous work suggested that there might be an upper limit of four UVs at which performance could begin to deteriorate (Taylor 2006, Cummings et al. 2007, Liu et al. 2009). Combining performance across the two experiments (Figure 13), one can see that there is an indication that performance changes as more UVs come under the participants’ control. This suggests that increasing from one UV to three UVs leads to a change in task demands (both subjective and objective), but there is less increase in demands from three to five, at least for participants with good spatial ability. As noted previously, distance to target can be thought of as a temporal measure as well; the more efficient the performance, the more likely the target will be identified at a greater distance. As the number of UVs increase, so the distance to target decreases. This is true for both modalities, and there is a similar decrement for the two modalities (from around 200 pixels with one UV to around 100 pixels with five UVs). It could be argued that distance to target is less a matter of sensor control than of the participants’ ability to schedule attention between the map showing the movement of UV (which influenced judgements related to sensor controls) and the display showing targets, and this ability becomes challenged as workload increases. This might explain why participants with low spatial ability found the task of managing five UVs particularly challenging, as shown by their performance on the secondary task.

Further, time to respond to warnings also differentiates between speech and gamepad when there are five vehicles. An explanation for this could be that time to respond to warnings involves specifying and performing the command action, which could be cognitively demanding when speaking (particularly under higher workload) but (once the button-set was learnt) could be less demanding for the gamepad control.

Multimodal interaction

The experiments demonstrate that using speech alone is costly for this application. Not only is performance on the secondary task lower when using speech, but also participants tended to have their UVs closer to targets for classification. Of course, distance to target (for these simulations) has a strong temporal dimension and it is likely that this is measuring the time taken to prepare and produce a spoken response. Thus, in terms of the scheduling proposal put forward in the Introduction, it is felt that the use of speech for this task imposes a demand on participants that led to a slowing of activity. It is interesting to note that when speech is combined with gamepad, there is a distinct improvement in performance (relative to the use of speech alone).

In broad terms, the number of commands that the participant issues with gamepad shows a decrease. However, the relative number of speech to gamepad control commands remains consistent, which might imply that the strategy employed was consistent across

![Figure 13. Relative performance for one, two, three and five vehicles, using different modalities, on all measures.](#)
the trials. That is, as the UV was autonomous, the task of the participant could be summarised in terms of the following routine: check map, when UV approaches target switch to that UV, move camera on to target, speak command, and any warnings to be dealt with when time permitted. This suggests a plausible reason for the distribution of commands between speech and gamepad control. Participants tended to allocate the tasks of controlling sensors (which are spatial tasks) to the gamepad and the tasks of classifying targets and responding to warnings (which are symbolic tasks) to speech. While this allocation was not universal, it was sufficiently strong to suggest a preference. This follows previous work on combining speech with other modalities (Bolt 1980, 1984, Martin 1989, Schmandt et al. 1990, Bierrmann et al. 1992, Thorisson et al. 1992, Hauptmann and McAvinney 1993, Baber 1997, Cohen et al. 1997, 2002, Oviatt et al. 1997, 2000). If participants apply a similar strategy across several UVs, then one might expect to see some impairment of performance as more vehicles are managed. In particular, if warnings are dealt with when time permitted, then one might anticipate an increase in time to respond to warnings. This is what one clearly sees in the speech data but it is not so apparent in the gamepad control data – indeed, there seems to be a fairly consistent response over number of vehicles.

Conclusions
Combining speech with gamepad to control sensors on UVs leads to superior performance on a secondary task (implying a reduction in demand) and use of fewer commands (when compared with using either control modality singly). When controlling multiple UVs, performance seems to deteriorate when moving from one to three UVs (which corresponds to previous research). This deterioration is particularly marked for participants with low spatial orientation scores. It is proposed that the findings of these studies have potential implications for user interface design for future UV workstations and for selection of UV operators.
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Notes
1. The experiment has been designed to emphasise the control of sensors rather than the interpretation or analysis of imagery. It is suggested that the primary difference between an experienced UV payload operator and the participants in the present study would relate more to the response to targets than the direct control of sensors. For example, observations of payload operators and discussion with subject matter experts have emphasised the ability to anticipate target behaviour, to draw on multiple sources of knowledge to interpret the target and to accurately describe the target to colleagues. Care was taken to remove these demands from this simplified, abstracted version of the task.
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